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Council and Main Committees

Council of the University

Changes in Regulations

Council has made the following changes in regulations, to come into effect on 21 November.

(a) Regulations for the Committee for the Proctors’ Office

Explanatory Note

The proposed changes, recommended by the group established to review the Committee for the Proctors’ Office, amend the remit and membership of the committee to strengthen the governance structures supporting the office such that the Proctors and Assessor are able to fulfil their roles effectively and with autonomy, whilst at the same time ensuring that the independence of the Proctors’ Office is maintained.

Text of Regulations

In Council Regulations 2 of 2004, concerning other University bodies, delete existing Part 6 concerning the Committee for the Proctors’ Office and substitute:

‘6.1. There shall be a Committee for the Proctors’ Office consisting of:

(i) one member of Congregation with appropriate skills and experience appointed by the General Purposes Committee of Council who shall chair the committee;

(2), (3) the Proctors;

(4) the Assessor;

(5), (6) two members of college or society governing bodies appointed by the Conference of Colleges;

(7) one member appointed by the General Purposes Committee of Council, after consultation with the head of each division;

(8) one student member representative appointed by the Executive of the Oxford University Student Union from among their own number.

6.2. The members appointed under regulation 6.1 (1) and (5)-(7) above shall hold office for five years and shall serve no more than two consecutive full terms of office. Casual terms of office shall not count towards this limit. Notwithstanding this, the General Purposes Committee of Council may determine that one further consecutive period is permitted in an individual case.

6.3. In appointing the members at regulation 6.1 (5)-(7) above, the Conference of Colleges and the General Purposes Committee of Council shall always ensure that the members have the relevant skills and experience to provide an appropriate balance between (i) departmental or divisional and college representation; and (ii) undergraduate and graduate representation.

6.4. The student member representative appointed under regulation 6.1 (8) above shall serve for one year, and shall be eligible for reappointment. The participation by the student member in the business of the committee shall be subject to the same conditions as are prescribed for the student member representatives at meetings of Council under regulations 4–11 of Council Regulations 13 of 2002.

6.5. The Clerk to the Proctors shall be in attendance at meetings of the committee and shall act as secretary.

6.6. The committee shall meet not less than twice a year. Normally the two meetings shall be held at fixed times set in advance in the annual calendar.

6.7. The committee shall:

(i) provide strategic oversight of the work of the Proctors’ Office, ensuring it adequately supports the Proctors and the Assessor in carrying out their duties effectively and with autonomy;

(2) provide support and advice to the Proctors’ Office as necessary;

(3) advocate on behalf of the Proctors’ Office within the University; and

(4) be available for informal consultation by the Proctors.

6.8. The committee shall be responsible for:

(i) the appointment of the Clerk to the Proctors, who shall be responsible under the Proctors for supervising and directing the staff of the office except for those members of staff, including the Proctors’ Officers, for whom responsibility is allocated by the Proctors to the University Marshal; and

(2) the general oversight of budgeting for the Proctors’ Office and expenditure within it, including the costs of the Proctors’ Officers.

6.9. The committee shall make a brief annual report to the General Purposes Committee of Council on the matters considered by the committee during the year.’

(b) Regulations relating to membership of the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee

Explanatory Note

The changes below provide for an increase in the number of co-opted places on the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee (PRAC) from one to up to three, and remove the requirement that the approval of Council is required on each occasion. This will enable the committee to improve the balance of its membership, with reference to (for example) gender balance, the balance of representatives from different divisions, and potentially from among non-divisional units or individuals outside the University. The change brings PRAC’s terms of reference more closely into line with those of other main committees of Council, which may co-opt between two and six members without approval by Council on each occasion. The changes also provide that Heads of Division may propose a nominee to attend PRAC in their place in exceptional circumstances.

An update is also made to replace the term ‘chairman’ with the gender-neutral term ‘chair’.

Text of Regulations

In Council Regulations 15 of 2002, Part 5, concerning the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee, amend regulation 5.1 as follows (new text underlined, deleted text scored through):

- 6 November 2014
5.1. The Planning and Resource Allocation Committee shall consist of:

(1) the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Resources), who shall be chair of the committee;
(2)-(4) the Proctors and the Assessor;
(5) the Chairman or Vice-Chairman of the Conference of Colleges, as determined by the Conference of Colleges;
(6) the Chairman of the Committee of Estate Bursars;
(7)-(10) the heads of each of the divisions, or their nominee (subject to the agreement of the Chair in advance of any meeting);
(11)-(15) five persons appointed by Council from among the members of Council specified in section 4 (15)-(25) of Statute VI;
(16), (17) two external persons appointed by Council each of whom may be members of Council specified in section 4 (7)-(10) of Statute VI;
(18) the Chairman of the Building and Estates Subcommittee of the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee;
(19) the Chairman of the Value for Money Subcommittee of the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee;
(20) one student member representative, selected by the Council of the Oxford University Student Union from among the student member representatives on Council.

5.2. In appointing the members at regulation 5.1 (11)-(17) above, Council shall always ensure that there is within the total membership of the committee an appropriate balance across the academic activities of the various divisions, and between the divisions and the non-divisional constituency, as reasonably practicable.

5.3. The committee may co-opt up to three additional members, of whom one may be an external, subject to the approval of Council on each occasion, the committee may co-opt one additional member on condition that the committee shall always ensure by the use of its power of co-optation that the range of interests in the collegiate University is as fully reflected within the total membership of the committee as is reasonably practicable.'

(c) Committee on Animal Care and Ethical Review

Explanatory Note

The proposed changes to the membership of the Committee on Animal Care and Ethical Review are necessary in order to comply with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, as amended in 2012. The proposed changes return a Named Veterinary Surgeon and Named Animal Care and Welfare Officer representative to full membership of the committee. The appointments will be ex officio and attendance at meetings will be subject to local arrangement and agreement between those holding the appointments at any given time.

The references to the Supervisor of Veterinary Services are deleted as the appointment no longer exists and the duties associated with the role have been transferred to the Director of Biomedical Services. The references to the ‘Certificate Holder’ are replaced with the new title ‘Establishment Licence Holder’ and references to the ‘Certificate of Designation’ with ‘Establishment Licence’. The opportunity is also taken to replace the term ‘chairman’ with the gender-neutral term ‘chair’.

Text of Regulations

In Council Regulations 15 of 2002, delete existing Part 7 relating to the Committee on Animal Care and Ethical Review, and substitute (new text underlined, deleted text scored through):

7.1. The Committee on Animal Care and Ethical Review shall consist of:

(1) a person appointed by Council, on the recommendation and with the agreement of the Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder, who shall be a person not being engaged in work governed by the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and of whom at least one shall normally be an expert in statistics or experimental design;
(2) one representative from departmental ethical review committees nominated by the Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Board;
(3), (4) two representatives from departmental ethical review committees nominated by the Medical Sciences Board, at least one of whom shall be based at the hospital sites in Headington;
(5) one of the Proctors or the Assessor as may be agreed between them;
(6) a Personal Licensee appointed by the Establishment Licence Holder, after consultation with the Named Veterinary Surgeon and the Director of Biomedical Services, from among those nominated by departments;
(7) a Project Licence Holder appointed by the Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder, after consultation with the Named Veterinary Surgeon and the Director of Biomedical Services, from among those nominated by departments;
(8)-(10) up to three members of the University appointed by Council on the recommendation and with the agreement of the Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder, who shall be persons not engaged in work under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and of whom at least one shall normally be an expert in statistics or experimental design;
(11), (12) up to two persons appointed by Council on the recommendation and with the agreement of the Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder, who shall neither be engaged in work under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 nor be employed by the University or any college, society, Permanent Private Hall, or other designated institution of the University;
(13) one of the Named Veterinary Surgeons appointed by the Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder;
(14) one of the Named Animal Care and Welfare Officers appointed by the Establishment Licence Holder.

The Certificate Holder, Establishment Licence Holder, Named Veterinary Surgeon, and the Director of Biomedical Services and not more than two Named Animal Care and Welfare Officers appointed by the Certificate Holder shall be in attendance but shall not have the right to vote.

7.2.(1) The committee shall have power to co-opt additional members to ensure an appropriate range of expertise.
(2) Co-opted members shall hold office for one year and shall be re-eligible.

7.3. The committee shall promote best practice and a culture of care for all animals held within or on behalf of the University and, to this end, shall:

(1) establish and maintain an ethical review process for the University as a whole, details of which shall be approved
by Council from time to time and may not be amended otherwise than with the approval of the Secretary of State, under the terms and conditions of the Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence.

(2) in conjunction with the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder, ensure that all those working within the University (and external research units operating under the University’s Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence) under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 are aware of their roles and responsibilities under that Act and other relevant legislation;

(3) on behalf of the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder, establish procedures to ensure that all those working within the University (and external research units operating under the University’s Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence) under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 act upon any recommendations made by the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder, his or her nominee, the Named Persons and the Home Office as appropriate;

(4) ensure that all those working within the University (and external research units operating under the University’s Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence) under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 adopt a pro-active approach to promoting a culture of care in animal welfare matters, and are committed to best practice in all areas, using reduction, refinement and replacement techniques wherever possible;

(5) support the Named Persons in the discharge of their responsibilities under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986;

(6) advise Council, the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder, and other university bodies, as may be required, on the provision and development of services, facilities, and supporting staff in furtherance of the University’s aims and objectives and in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and other relevant enactments;

(7) keep under review the general maintenance, breeding, supply, and condition of animals held within the University (and external research units operating under the University’s Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence);

(8) keep under review and advise Council and the medical and scientific departments (and external research units operating under the University’s Certificate of Designation Establishment Licence) on questions concerning the application of the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, on the codes of practice, conditions, and guidance set out under that Act, and on other relevant legislation;

(9) advise Council on matters relating to the use of animals in teaching and research and on public-relations aspects of animal experimentation;

(10) monitor standards of animal health and welfare in conjunction with the Supervisor of Veterinary Services and the Director of Biomedical Services, from whom it will receive termly reports, and notify the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder of any concerns that may result.

7.4. The committee shall meet at least once in each term and on such other occasions as may be necessary.

7.5. The committee shall report to Council annually with recommendations for action if required.

7.6.(1) The Supervisor of Veterinary Services and the Director of Biomedical Services shall be appointed by Council, with the approval of the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder and after consultation with the committee.

(2) The terms and conditions of service of the supervisor and the director shall be determined by Council, with the approval of the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder and after consultation with the committee, the supervisor and the director shall be responsible to the Certificate Holder Establishment Licence Holder for the performance of their duties.

7.7. The committee shall have power to establish by standing order such subcommittees as it may deem appropriate.

(d) Membership of the Budget Subcommittee

Explanatory Note

The following amends the regulations concerning the membership of the Budget Subcommittee to enable the Chair of the IT Committee to appoint a nominee to serve on his or her behalf.

Text of Regulations

In Part 9 of Council Regulations 15 of 2002, concerning the Budget Subcommittee of the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee, delete regulation 9.1 and substitute (new text underlined):

 ‘9.1. The Budget Subcommittee of the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee shall consist of:

(1) the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Resources) who shall chair the committee;

(2) the Chair of the IT Committee or his or her nominee;

(3), (4) two external persons appointed by the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee;

(5) - (8) four members of Congregation, one representing each of the academic divisions, appointed by the Planning and Resource Allocation Committee after consultation with the head of each division.’

Congregation 3 November

Degree by Resolution

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.

Congregation 4 November

(1) Presentation of Vice-Chancellor’s Oration

The Oration delivered by the Vice-Chancellor on 7 October was declared presented.

¶ The Oration was published as Supplement (I) to Gazette No 5072.

(2) Declaration of Approval of a Resolution authorising the use of space in the St Cross Building

No notice of opposition having been given, Mr Vice-Chancellor declared the resolution authorising the use of space in the St Cross Building approved.
Congregation

Arrangements for the meeting

The meeting will be held in the Sheldonian Theatre. Given the coverage of the statute and the role of the Discussion in the consultation process, employees of the University who are not members of Congregation will be welcome to attend and to speak (on the basis set out below). The meeting will also be open to the nominated representatives of the Oxford University Student Union (OUSU) as agreed in advance by the Vice-Chancellor. Admittance to the theatre will be on the production of a valid University card and will be on a first-come, first-served basis (places will be reserved for scheduled speakers). The doors of the theatre will open at 1.45pm.

The Vice-Chancellor has decided that the wearing of gowns shall be optional on this occasion.

Advance notice by speakers

Those wishing to speak at the meeting will be expected to limit their contributions to five minutes. As the meeting is expected to close by 4.30pm, it may not be possible to call all those who wish to speak, and priority will be given to members of Congregation. If you wish to speak at the meeting, you are asked to indicate this intention in advance by emailing congregation.meeting@admin.ox.ac.uk. It would be helpful if those intending to speak would explain briefly (in no more than 25 words) what issues they wish to cover. Names of those who have indicated a wish to speak, together with the issues they wish to raise, will be published on the Congregation website (www.admin.ox.ac.uk/councilsec/governance/congregation). This sharing of information may be of use both to other speakers and to those considering attending; it will also be used to provide structure to the order in which speakers are called. Speakers are asked to provide their information as soon as possible, and by noon on Friday 14 November at the latest, if they wish to be scheduled to speak. The Vice-Chancellor will also invite two nominated representatives of OUSU to speak.

Transcript

It is intended that a transcript1 of the meeting will be published in the Gazette of 27 November and, before then, on the University website (www.admin.ox.ac.uk/councilsec/governance/congregation). As a result of time constraints, it will not be possible to check the report of the proceedings with individual speakers before publication.

1The transcript may be edited for legal reasons.
Notices

### Congregation

**27 November**

**Elections**

**DIVISIONAL BOARDS**
- Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Board
- Social Sciences Board

**FACULTY BOARDS**
- Board of the Faculty of Classics
- Board of the Faculty of History
- Board of the Faculty of Theology and Religion

Details are in ‘Elections’ section below.

---

**General Notices**

**Gazette distribution changes**

From the start of Hilary term 2015, we are changing the way in which deliveries of the *Gazette* are managed. This also affects the other publications delivered alongside the *Gazette*.

**WHAT IS CHANGING?**

An opt-in subscription service is now available at www.staffsubs.ox.ac.uk, where any member of University or college staff with an Oxford username (single sign-on account) can:

- opt into receiving email notifications of new online issues of the *Gazette*, *Blueprint*, *Oxford Today*, the *Oxford Magazine* and/or the OUP Annual Report
- opt into deliveries of printed editions of the *Gazette*, *Blueprint*, the *Oxford Magazine* and/or the OUP Annual Report, and choose their preferred delivery address from a list of all college or University buildings.

**WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?**

If you want to receive any print publications from the start of Hilary term, or any email alerts that you haven’t already signed up for, you **must** visit www.staffsubs.ox.ac.uk to set your preferences.

**FURTHER INFORMATION**

For further information see the full notice in *Gazette* No 5074, 23 October 2014, and the answers to frequently asked questions, please see www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/subs.

**Isis Innovation**

**EXPERT WITNESS COURSE**

Bond Solon, a specialist legal training company, will present a one-day course aimed at academic staff who act as expert witnesses. The course will provide them with the key skills required to produce court compliant reports and is offered at a highly subsidised rate. For more information on the course, including registration details, please see www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/expert-witness-training-excellence-in-report-writing-1-day-course-tickets-1273912027.

---

**Industrial action beginning on 6 November 2014**

The University and College Union (UCU) has called on its members to take continuous action short of a strike in the form of an assessment and marking boycott, beginning on 6 November. The action is in support of their dispute over proposed changes to the USS pension scheme. You can read more about the proposed changes here: https://www1.admin.ox.ac.uk/finance/pensions/uss/ussconsultation.

This action includes all setting and marking associated with student examinations, course work and assignments. The industrial dispute is between the UCU and the University, College-only employees are not being asked to take part in industrial action. Those holding joint appointments are not being asked to take part in industrial action, except in relation to their University assessment and marking duties.

The UCU has not called on staff to ‘work to contract’ in other respects.

The University does not intend to pay marking or examining fees to those who do not take part in examining. The University reserves the right to refuse to accept partial performance at any future date. In that event, an appropriate deduction in pay would be made.

A group led by the Registrar is working to minimise the impact of this industrial action and efforts continue at a national level to resolve the dispute.

---

**Recognition of Distinction**

**Successful applicants 2014**

Suzanne Aigrain, Professor of Astrophysics
Dapo Akande, Professor of Public International Law
Roy Allison, Professor of Russian and Eurasian International Relations
Pamela Anderson, Professor of Modern European Philosophy of Religion
John Kevin Baird, Professor of Malariology
Eleanor Barnes, Professor of Hepatology and Experimental Medicine
Alan Barr, Professor of Particle Physics
Philip Bejon, Professor of Tropical Medicine
Simon Benjamin, Professor of Quantum Technologies
David Bennett, Professor of Neurology and Neurobiology
Amy Boggaard, Professor of Neolithic and Bronze Age Archaeology
Michael Bonsall, Professor of Mathematical Biology
Martin Booth, Professor of Engineering Science
Mary Bosworth, Professor of Criminology
Ian Brown, Professor of Information Security and Privacy
Thomas Buchanan, Professor of Modern British and European History
Malcolm Bull, Professor of Art and the History of Ideas
Philip Bullock, Professor of Russian Literature and Music
Andrew Bunker, Professor of Astrophysics
Martin Bureau, Professor of Astrophysics
Martin Burton, Professor of Otolaryngology
Byron Byrne, Professor of Engineering Science
Marco Capogna, Professor of Cellular Neuropharmacology
T. William Child, Professor of Philosophy
Tom Claridge, Professor of Magnetic Resonance
Robert Clarke, Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health Medicine
Simon Clarke, Professor of Chemistry
Radu Coldea, Professor of Physics
Christopher Conlon, Professor of Infectious Diseases
Martin Conway, Professor of Contemporary European History
Stephanie Cragg, Professor of Neuroscience
Julie Curtis, Professor of Russian Literature
John Darwin, Professor of Global and Imperial History
Grigory Dianov, Professor of Molecular Biochemistry
Kim Dora, Professor of Microvascular Pharmacology
Robert Douglas-Fairhurst, Professor of English Literature
Jonathan Doye, Professor of Theoretical Chemistry
Joanna Dunkley, Professor of Astrophysics
Mark Edwards, Professor of Early Christian Studies
Christian Eggeling, Professor of Molecular Immunology
John Elsner, Professor of Late Antique Art
Radek Erban, Professor of Mathematics
Colin Espie, Professor of Sleep Medicines
Louise Fawcett, Professor of International Relations
Seena Fazel, Professor of Forensic Psychiatry
Liz Fisher, Professor of Environmental Law
Andrew Fowler, Professor of Applied Mathematics
Susan Fuggle, Professor of Transplant Immunology
Nicola Gardini, Professor of Italian and Comparative Literature
George Garnett, Professor of Medieval History
Christine Gerrard, Professor of English Literature
Matthew Gibney, Professor of Politics and Forced Migration
Susan Gillingham, Professor of the Hebrew Bible
Feliciano Giustino, Professor of Materials
Anna Glyn, Professor of Molecular Genetics and Metabolism
Sion Glyn-Jones, Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery
Andrew Goodwin, Professor of Materials Chemistry
Manuele Gragnolati, Professor of Italian Literature
Jane Green, Professor of Epidemiology
Daniel Grimey, Professor of Music
Hanneke Grotenboer, Professor of the History of Art
Philippe Guerin, Professor of Epidemiology and Global Health
Nicholas Halmi, Professor of English and Comparative Literature
Anthony Harnden, Professor of Primary Care
Bob Harris, Professor of British History
Ralf Hinze, Professor of Software Engineering
Christopher Hodges, Professor of Justice Systems
Peter Howell, Professor of Applied Mathematics
Joanna Innes, Professor of Modern History
Cigdem Issev, Professor of Particle Physics
Matthew Jarvis, Professor of Astrophysics
Mark Jenkinson, Professor of Neuroimaging
Hugh Jenkyns, Professor of Stratigraphy
Marina Ijorsha, Professor of Human Centred Computing
Thomas Johansen, Professor of Ancient Philosophy
Angus Johnston, Professor of Law
Michael Johnston, Professor of Physics
Jane Kaye, Professor of Health, Law and Policy
Stephen Kearsey, Professor of Cell Biology
Neil Kenny, Professor of French
Benedikt Kessler, Professor of Biochemistry and Life Sciences Mass Spectrometry
Robert Klose, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology
Marian Knight, Professor of Maternal and Child Population Health
Julian Knight, Professor of Geonomic Medicine
Tim Lancaster, Professor of Primary Health Care
Martin Landray, Professor of Medicine and Epidemiology
Trudie Lang, Professor of Global Health Research
Chris Lavy, Professor of Tropical Orthopaedic Surgery
Rhodri Lewis, Professor of English Literature
Owen Lewis, Professor of Ecology
Jane Lucy Lightfoot, Professor of Greek Literature
Christopher Lintott, Professor of Astrophysics
Adriaan Louis, Professor of Theoretical Physics
Conall Mac Niocaill, Professor of Earth Sciences
Peter McCulloch, Professor of Surgical Science and Practice
Peter McDonald, Professor of British and Irish Poetry
Rose McGready, Professor of Tropical Maternal and Child Health
Fiona Macintosh, Professor of Classical Reception
Stuart Mackenzie, Professor of Chemistry
Peter Magill, Professor of Neurobiology
William Mander, Professor of History of Modern Philosophy
Jonathan Marchini, Professor of Statistics
Andrew Martin, Professor of Systems Security
Tamsin Mather, Professor of Earth Sciences
Christopher Melchert, Professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies
Kim Midwood, Professor of Matrix Biology
Karla Miller, Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Peter Mirfield, Professor of the Law of Evidence
Llewelyn Morgan
Teresa Morgan, Professor of Graeco-Roman History
Boris Motik, Professor of Computer Science
Shona Murphy, Professor of Molecular Genetics
Victoria Murphy, Professor of Applied Linguistics
Paul Newton, Professor of Tropical Medicine
Bent Nielsen, Professor of Econometrics
Heather O’Donoghue, Professor of Old Norse
Colin O’Halloran, Professor of Computer Science
Michael O’Hanlon, Professor of Museum Anthropology
Ray O’Hara, Professor of Molecular Biology
Deborah Oxley, Professor of Social Science History
Sarah Parish, Professor of Medical Statistics and Epidemiology
Laura Peers, Professor of Museum Anthropology
Lectures

Humanities

Faculty of History

PLEASURE IN LATE ANTIQUITY AND THE MIDDLE AGES CLASSES

Dr Elena Ene D-Vasilescu will give the remaining classes in this series at 3.30pm on the following Thursdays in Room 1, Examination Schools.

13 Nov: "The pleasure of the arts"
27 Nov: "Other paths to pleasure: sainthood, motherhood, readings, curiosity, etc"

Faculty of Philosophy

OXFORD FORUM PROFESSORIAL PROVOCATION

Professor Pamela Sue Anderson will give an Oxford Forum Provocations talk at 7.45pm on 13 November at Regent’s Park. Respondent: Dr Jamie Carter. Preceded by wine reception at 7pm. Information: roxana.baiasu@philosophy.ox.ac.uk, j.cardinale@lse.ac.uk or 020 7955 7539.

Subject: 'On modern European philosophy of religion: the difference "modern" and "European" makes to philosophy of religion today'

Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences

Department of Chemistry

PHYSICAL AND THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY SEMINARS

Corrigendum:

The seminar to be given by Professor Joel Bowman, Emory, on 24 November in the John Rowlinson Seminar Room (PTCL) will now be held at 1.45pm rather than 4.45pm as originally advertised.

Mathematical Institute

PUBLIC LECTURE

Professor Robin Wilson, Open, will lecture at 2.30pm on 21 November at the Mathematical Institute.

Subject: 'The history of mathematics in 300 stamps’
Examinations and Boards

Supplications for the Degree of Doctor of Civil Law

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.

Supplications for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.

Examinations for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.
## Memorial Services

### Lady Margaret Hall
A memorial service for Mrs Elizabeth Leila Millicent (Sally) Chilver, Principal of Lady Margaret Hall 1971–9, will be held at 2.30pm on Saturday 22 November in the chapel.

## Obituaries

### St Hilda’s
- **Elizabeth Constance Rayner (née Hirsch),** 14 October 2014; 1948. Aged 85.

## Elections

### Jesus
To Emeritus Fellowships from 1 October 2014:
- **Professor Paul Davies,** LLM Lond, MA Oxf, LLM Yale
- **Professor Paul Harvey,** BA DPhil York, MA DSc Oxf
- **Professor Steffen Lauritzen,** MSc PhD DSc Copenhagen, MA Oxf

To a Professorial Fellowship from 1 September 2014:
- **Professor Luca Enriques,** LLB Bologna, LLM Harvard, SJD Boconi

To an Official Fellowship Property Director from 21 July 2014:
- **Mr David Stevenson,** MSc H-W

To a Hugh Price Fellowship from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Roi Cohen Kadosh,** BA PhD Ben-Gurion

To the Access and Career Development Fellowship from 30 June 2014:
- **Dr Beth Mortimer,** MA DPhil Oxf, PGCE Oxf Brookes

To a Junior Research Fellowship in Engineering from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Dario Carugo,** BSc MSc TU Milan, PhD S’ton

To a Junior Research Fellowship in Mathematics from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Brent Pym,** BScE Kingston, MSc PhD Toronto

To a Junior Research Fellowship in Philosophy from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Joshua Shepherd,** MA Colorado, PhD Florida

To a Junior Research Fellowship in Modern Literature from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Dennis Duncan,** BA MA Manc, MSc PhD Birkbeck

To a Junior Research Fellowship in History from 1 October 2014:
- **Dr Gabriela Frei,** PhL Berne, MSt DPhil Oxf

To the Visiting Senior Research Fellowship 2014-15:
- **Professor Shripad Tuljapurkar,** BSc Poona, MSc TU Bombay, PhD Portland

To the Welsh Supernumerary Fellowship for 2014-15:
- **Professor John Hughes,** BSc PhD Belf

---

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.
Elections

27 November

Nominations for the elections below closed at 4pm on 30 October.

Divisional Boards

MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES BOARD

One person elected by and from among the members of the Faculty of Computer Science

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Professor M J Wooldridge, Hertford MT 2017

The following nomination has been received:

T Lukasiewicz, Faculty of Computer Science

Nominated by:

J Gibbons, Kellogg, Faculty of Computer Science
A D Ker, University College, Faculty of Computer Science
S G Pulman, Somerville, Faculties of Computer Science and of Linguistics, Philology and Phonetics
J B Worrell, Green Templeton, Faculty of Computer Science

For further information, please contact the Secretary (saira.shaikh@mpls.ox.ac.uk).

SOCIAL SCIENCES BOARD

One person elected by and from the academic members of the Said Business School

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Professor R K Westbrook, St Hugh's MT 2016

The following nomination has been received:

A D White, BSc Derby, MSc DEng Warwick, Fellow of Green Templeton, Faculty of Management

Nominated by:

S E Dopson, Green Templeton, Faculties of Social Studies and of Management
T J Jenkinson, Keble, Faculties of Social Studies and of Management
T J Morris, Green Templeton, Faculty of Management
T Powell, St Hugh's, Faculty of Management

For further information, please contact the Secretary (rachel.meyrick@admin.ox.ac.uk).

Faculty Boards

BOARD OF THE FACULTY OF CLASSICS

One person elected by and from among the members of the Sub-faculty of Classical Languages and Literature

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Professor M G L Leigh, St Anne's MT 2015

The following nomination has been received:

R M Armstrong, MA, MSt, DPhil, Fellow of St Hilda's

Nominated by:

M Bazzani, Sub-faculty of Classical Languages and Literature
P G Fowler, Worcester
B L S Taylor, New College
J M Whitby, Merton

For further information, please contact the Secretary (administrator@classics.ox.ac.uk).

Notes:

Nominations in writing for the elections on 27 November, by four members of Congregation other than the candidate, were received by the Elections Office, University Offices, Wellington Square, up to 4pm on 30 October.

Candidates were invited to include with their nomination forms a written statement of no more than 250 words setting out his or her reasons for standing and qualifications for the office being sought. In the event of a contested election, these statements will be available online at www.admin.ox.ac.uk/elections and published in the Gazette dated 13 November. Voters may wish to wait until they have read these statements before returning their ballot papers.

Ballot papers will be sent out to members of Congregation as soon as possible. Completed ballot papers must be received by the Elections Office not later than 4pm on 27 November.

For further information, please contact the Elections Officer (shirley.mulvihill@admin.ox.ac.uk).
Elections

4 December

Nominations for the elections below will close at 4 pm on 6 November.

Divisional Boards

HUmanities Board

One person elected by and from among the members of the Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Dr C B Louth, Queen's MT 2016

The following nomination has been received:

P Rothwell, MA PhD Camb, Fellow of St Peter's, Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

Nominated by:

J A E Curtis, Wolfson, Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

G L B Paul, St Hilda's, Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

R W Scholar, Oriel, Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

C W C Williams, St Edmund Hall, Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

For further information, please contact the Secretary (lynne.hirsch@admin.ox.ac.uk).

Faculty Boards

Board of the Faculty of History and Religion

One Official Member elected by all members of the faculty as per Regulation 10 of Council Regulations 19 of 2002

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Professor C Fraenkel MT 2016

Two Ordinary Members elected by and from all members of the faculty exclusive of the persons qualified to be Official Members as per Regulation 10 of Council Regulations 19 of 2002

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Professor M Bockmuehl, Keble MT 2016

Professor Jan Westerhoff, Mansfield MT 2016

The following nominations have been received:

Sarah Apetrei, BA York, MSt DPhil Oxf

Nominated by:

S L Hausner, St Peter's

J W S Hordern, Harris Manchester

A C Pinsent, Harris Manchester

J Zachhuber, Trinity

William Wood, PhD Chicago, Fellow of Oriel

Nominated by:

S L Hausner, St Peter's

D MacCulloch, St Cross

A C Pinsent, Harris Manchester

J Zachhuber, Trinity

For further information, please contact the Secretary (haf@theology.ox.ac.uk).

Notes:

Nominations in writing for the elections on 4 December by four members of Congregation other than the candidate will be received by the Elections Office, at the University Offices, Wellington Square, up to 4 pm on 6 November.

At least one nomination in respect of each candidate must be made on an official nomination form (available on www.admin.ox.ac.uk/elections/oxonly/forms/index.shtml). All candidates are asked to note the general requirements which apply to all committee members, as set out in Council Regulations 14 of 2002 (General Regulations of Council for Committees) (www.admin.ox.ac.uk/statutes/regulations/519-122.shtml). Current members seeking re-election are also asked to check for specific restrictions on consecutive service.

Candidates are invited to include with their nomination forms a written statement of no more than 250 words setting out his or her reasons for standing and qualifications for the office being sought. In the event of a contested election, these statements will be available online at www.admin.ox.ac.uk/elections and published in the Gazette dated 20 November. Voters may wish to wait until they have read these notes before returning their ballot papers.

Ballot papers will be sent out to members of Congregation as soon as possible after the closing date for nominations. Completed ballot papers must be received by the Elections Office not later than 4 pm on 4 December.

For further information, please contact the Elections Officer (shirley.mulvihill@admin.ox.ac.uk).
Advertisements

Advertising enquiries
Email: gazette.ads@admin.ox.ac.uk
Telephone: 01865 (2)80548
Web: www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising

Deadline
Advertisements are to be received by noon on Wednesday of the week before publication (i.e. eight days before publication). Advertisements must be submitted online.

Charges
Commercial advertisers: £30 per insertion of up to 70 words, or £60 per insertion of 71–150 words.

Private advertisers: £20 per insertion of up to 70 words, or £40 per insertion of 71–150 words.

See our website for examples of whether an advertisement is considered commercial or private: www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising.

Online submission and payment
Advertisements must be submitted and paid for online, using a credit card or debit card, through a secure website. For details, see www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising.

Extracts from the terms and conditions of acceptance of advertisements

General
1. Advertisements are accepted for publication at the discretion of the editor of the Gazette.

Note. When an advertisement is received online, an acknowledgement will be emailed automatically to the email address provided by the advertiser. The sending of this acknowledgement does not constitute an acceptance of the advertisement or an undertaking to publish the advertisement in the Gazette.

2. The right of the Gazette to edit an advertisement, in particular to abridge when necessary, is reserved.

3. Advertisements must be accompanied by the correct payment, and must be received by the deadline stated above. No refund can be made for cancellation after the acceptance of advertisements.

4. Once an advertisement has been submitted for publication, no change to the text can be accepted.

5. Voucher copies or cuttings cannot be supplied.

Charges
6. Two separate charging arrangements will apply, for commercial and private advertisers. The rates applicable at any time will be published regularly in the Gazette, and may be obtained upon enquiry. The rates, and guidance on applicability of each rate, are also available online.

The editor’s decision regarding applicability of these rates to an individual advertiser will be final.

Disclaimer
7. The University of Oxford and Oxford University Press accept no responsibility for the content of any advertisement published in the Gazette. Readers should note that the inclusion of any advertisement in no way implies approval or recommendation of either the terms of any offer contained in it or of the advertiser by the University of Oxford or Oxford University Press.

Advertisers’ Warranty and Indemnity
13. The advertiser warrants:

(i) Not to discriminate against any respondents to an advertisement published in the Gazette on the basis of their gender, sexual orientation, marital or civil partner status, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, disability or age, or pregnancy.

(ii) That the advertisement does not contravene any current legislation, rules, regulations or applicable codes of practice.

(iii) That it is not in any way illegal or defamatory or a breach of copyright or an infringement of any other person’s intellectual property or other rights.

You are advised to view our full Terms and Conditions of acceptance of advertisements. Submission of an advertisement implies acceptance of our terms and conditions, which may be found at www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising, and may also be obtained on application to Gazette Advertisements, Public Affairs Directorate, University Offices, Wellington Square, Oxford OX1 2JD.

Publication in online Gazette
16. Unless the advertiser stipulates otherwise, all advertisements will be published in the online Gazette in addition to the printed Gazette. At the time of submission of an advertisement, the advertiser may stipulate that he or she does not wish the advertisement to be included in the online Gazette. This stipulation: (i) must be made at the time of submission of the advertisement; (ii) cannot later be altered; (iii) will apply to all instances of publication of an advertisement arranged at the time of submission of that advertisement. Please note that advertisements form part of the online Gazette as published and cannot be removed or amended after publication.

Miscellaneous

Accommodation for tutors sought
OUDCE is looking for accommodation to house summer school tutors and their families during Jul-Aug 2015. Specifically we are looking for 2- or 3-bed houses/apartments within central Oxford (or on a good bus route into the centre) which would be available from around Sat 11 Jul to Sat 1 Aug or Sat 8 Aug (some programmes are 3 weeks, some are 4). Please contact laura.thomlinson@conted.ox.ac.uk.

UK Brain Bank for Autism and Related Developmental Research, JR

The developing brain is altered in autism but neuroscientists do not know how or why. Research is needed to understand the causes and biological basis of autism, to develop better interventions to improve the lives of those directly affected by it. Such critical research is hindered by the scarcity of donated human brain tissue. Control tissue, donated by people who do not have autism, is needed for comparison just as much as donations by people who do – and the NHS organ donor scheme does not include brain donation. We particularly want younger people to consider making a pledge to donate their brain after death (the further the brain is from its inception, the more difficult it is to understand the process of its development, so we do not take donations from people over 65 not directly affected by autism). See www.brainbankforautism.org.uk for information and to register as a donor.
and you will be compensated for your time which you will give a small sample of blood, attend 1 appointment in Headington, during 50 years or over are needed. You will need to 30 minutes of your time to advance research Healthy volunteers needed jesus.ox.ac.uk or phone Charlie: 07546 366555.

programme. This study will take up to 5 hours during a fun and engaging cognitive training current stimulation on cognitive abilities 50–80 in good health) for a study assessing Jesus.ox.ac.uk/stimulating the brain during cognitive training

part, please get in touch with Dr Kate Hamblin 790439. registered charity.

Research participants sought

Research project: participants wanted. Are you, or someone you know, interested in taking part in a project that looks at the use of technology? Are you over 60, have issues with sight and hearing and use a piece of technology that supports you to live in your own home? If you are interested in taking part, please get in touch with Dr Kate Hamblin (kate.hamblin@ageing.ox.ac.uk; 01865 612 816).

Stimulating the brain during cognitive training. We are recruiting participants (aged 50–80 in good health) for a study assessing the effect of mild, painless transcranial current stimulation on cognitive abilities during a fun and engaging cognitive training programme. This study will take up to 5 hours over 3 days within a week. All participants will receive £50. For further information: email brainfshproject@gmail.com or elishah.swift@jesus.ox.ac.uk or phone Charlie: 07546 366555.

Healthy volunteers needed. Could you spare 30 minutes of your time to advance research into bipolar disorder? Healthy people aged 50 years or over are needed. You will need to attend 1 appointment in Headington, during which you will give a small sample of blood, and you will be compensated for your time and travel. Approved by South Central-Oxford A Research Ethics Committee. Email: oxtext@psych.ox.ac.uk. Tel: 01865 613131.

Volunteers needed for mood and technology study. We are looking for volunteers with bipolar disorder or borderline personality disorder, or healthy controls without any history of mental health disorders, to help us improve our understanding of the relationship between mood and daily activity. This project is being run though the Oxford University Department of Psychiatry. Time and travel expenses will be reimbursed. More information: understanding-diagnosis@psych.ox.ac.uk, 01865 613101 or http://conbrio.psych.ox.ac.uk/the-amoss-study.

Oxford University Newcomers’ Club

The Oxford University Newcomers’ Club at the University Club, 11 Mansfield Rd, OX1 3SZ, welcomes the wives, husbands or partners of visiting scholars, of graduate students and of newly appointed academic members of the University. We offer help, advice, information and the opportunity to meet others socially. Informal coffee mornings are held in the club every Wednesday 10.30–12 (excluding the Christmas vacation). Newcomers with children (0–4) meet every Fri in term 10.15–11.45. We have a large programme of events including tours of colleges, museums and other places of interest. Other term-time activities include a book group, informal conversation group, garden group, antiques group, opportunity to explore Oxfordshire and an opportunities in Oxford group. Visit our website: www.newcomers.ox.ac.uk.

Antiques bought and sold

Antiques bought and sold: we are always looking to purchase - and we also sell - 17th-early 20th-century furniture and objects of art including silver, pictures, library furniture, fireplace-related items, garden stoneware and seating. Contact us at Greenway Antiques, 90 Corn Street, Witney, Oxon. Open Mon-Fri 9.30–5, Sat 10–5. Tel: 01993 705026. Mobile: 07831 585014. Email: jean_greenway@hotmail.com. Website: www.greenwayantiques.com.

Restoration and conservation of antique furniture

John Hulme undertakes all aspects of restoration. 30 years’ experience. Collection and delivery: For free advice, telephone or write to the Workshop, 11A High St, Chipping Norton, OX7 5AD. Tel: 01608 641692.

Sell your unwanted books

We buy academic and non-academic used books. If you are moving office or home, leaving the University or just need more space, we can help. We are most interested in arts, history and social sciences. Good prices paid for large or small collections and we collect from anywhere in the Oxford area. Please contact Ross on 07720 288774 or bd@beadledavies.co.uk.

Services offered

Big or small, we ship it all. Plus free pick-up anywhere in Oxford. Also 24-hour photocopying, private mailing addresses (24-hour access and mail forwarding worldwide), binding, fax bureau, colour photocopying, mailing services and much more. Contact or visit Mail Boxes Etc, 266 Banbury Rd, Oxford. Tel: 01865 514655. Fax: 01865 514656. Email: staff@mboxesnutgrove.co.uk. Also at 94 London Rd, Oxford. Tel: 01865 741729. Fax: 01865 742431. Email: staff@imbeheadington.co.uk.

Car/taxi service. Professional, reliable service for business or pleasure. Superbrand new Seat Alhambra: luxury combined with versatility. Panoramic roof, leather seats, air conditioned, lots of luggage room. Also available: luxury Audi A8 limousine with beige leather seats and air suspension to waft you to your destination in comfort and style. Alhambra prices: Heathrow £75; Eurostar £95; Cambridge £125. For more prices or advice: cleverbob@talktalk.net. Tel: 01865 778608/07917 566077. Accounts welcome.

Oxford’s low-cost packing and shipping experts. Lowest price rates guaranteed for University students, staff and departments, plus free boxes and collection for all shipments. Whether clothing, books, computers, fragile laboratory equipment, musical instruments, rowing oars, valuable paintings or other household items, we specialise in custom packing, storage and worldwide delivery by road, sea and air. Pack & Send, 3 Botley Rd, Oxford, OX2 0AA. Tel: 01865 260610. Email: oxford@packsend.co.uk.

Project Management consultancy for research projects. Most projects will not need a full-time project manager. Use your funds intelligently. Get targeted support for your project when you most need it. Get assistance with project communications and consortium team building. Highly experienced. Specialised in large international projects. Also support with grant preparation and management. Event management. Daily rates available. Flexible and collaborative approach. See www.oxfordpmo.org.uk or call Penny at 07777 571375.

Houses to let

Lovely north Oxford home in quiet cul-de-sac available for short-term let from 20 Dec 2014 to 21 Jan 2015. Accommodation includes 4+ bedrooms, sunny extension overlooking secluded garden, large modern kitchen and
study with Wi-Fi. Extensive park and frequent city-centre bus service both within 1 block. All-inclusive rent £350–£400 pw depending on number of people. Email: tm.frishberg@gmail.com. Tel: 01865 452474.

Charming house in central Oxford available for rent from Nov. Can let furnished or unfurnished. Newly redecorated. 3 beds. 2 bathrooms, sitting room, kitchen, dining room. Ideal situation: 3 mins’ walk from Martyrs’ Memorial. Would suit professionals or academics. £1,650 pcm, plus utilities and council tax. Also available with separate lower-ground-floor studio flat (see ‘Flats to Let’). Email: pusey.steward@stx.ox.ac.uk.

Characterful house for rent in central Oxford. 3 mins’ walk from Ashmolean Museum. Currently furnished but can let unfurnished. Undergoing redecoration; available from Dec. 3 Gch. Small, shared outdoor courtyard. Sitting room, dining room, 2 bedrooms, study, kitchen, shower room. Would suit professionals or academics. £1,750 pcm, plus utilities and council tax. Email: pusey.steward@stx.ox.ac.uk.

Flats to let

University Accommodation Office
The University Accommodation Office maintains registers of University housing, and of private rental accommodation, available to full and part-time students, academic visitors and employees of the University. See www.admin.ox.ac.uk/accommodation.

Lower-ground-floor furnished studio flat for rent. Excellent situation in central Oxford; 3 mins’ walk from St Giles’. 3 Gch. Bedroom/sitting room, shower room, kitchen. Recently redecorated. Small, shared outdoor courtyard. Would suit professional or academic. £800 pcm, plus utilities and council tax. Email: pusey.steward@stx.ox.ac.uk.

Accommodation sought

University Accommodation Office
Landlords - do you have a spare room, flat or house to let? Oxford University Accommodation Office seeks all types of short- and long-term accommodation for students, academic visitors, postdocs and members of the University. Our Studentpad software allows landlords to quickly advertise properties online, amend details and upload photos. See: www.admin.ox.ac.uk/accommodation/landlord. For information: 01865 280811.

Self-catering apartments

OxfordShortlets offers a portfolio of high-quality, self-catering short-and-long-term properties in Oxford and surrounding villages. Wide selection of quality homes available for short-stay lets from 1 week to several months. OxfordShortlets caters for professional individuals, groups or families visiting Oxford for holiday, business, academic and relocation purposes or for temporary accommodation between homes. Tel: 01865 316946. Fax: 01865 510101. Email: admin@oxfordshortlets.co.uk. Web: www.oxfordshortlets.co.uk.

Visiting Oxford? Studio, 1-, 2- and 3-bed properties conveniently located for various colleges and University departments. Available from 1 week to several months. Apartments are serviced, with linen provided and all bills included. Details, location maps and photos can be found on our website at www.oxfordshortlets.co.uk. Contact us by email on stay@shortletspace.co.uk or call us on 01993 811711.

Holiday lets

Midhurst. Romantic, primitive, 2-bedroom gamekeeper’s cottage up a muddy farm track in national park at the foot of the South Downs. Open fire, polished floor, simple kitchen; dishwasher, washing machine; broadband, no TV, large study. On own 190-acre organic farm – woods, valleys, river, bluebells, deer. Available weekends; discounts for junior academics. Pictures at www.wakehamfarm.com or email haroldcarter@mac.com.

Cornwall, cottage and restored chapel in the hamlet on South-West Coastal Footpath within 100m of the sea and minutes from Caerhayes and Heligan. Each property sleeps 6. Comfortably furnished, c/h, wood burner and broadband. Ideal for reading, writing, painting, walking, bathing, bird watching. Beautiful beach perfect for bucket and spade family holidays. Short winter breaks available from £200. Tel: 01865 558503 or 07917 864113. Email: gabriel.amherst@btconnect.com. See: www.cornwallcottage.com.

North Yorkshire coast: comfortable Georgian house available for holiday lets in Robin Hood’s Bay. Large garden, sea views, c/h and private parking. Sleeps 9 but special rates for couples and small parties. Ground floor: fully equipped kitchen, dining room, large comfortable sitting room. First floor: 3 bedrooms (1 en suite), family bathroom and further sitting room. Second floor: 2 further bedrooms and bathroom. Contact Val Everton: 07592 590727 or val.everton@yahoo.co.uk.

In the middle of open fields high up in the Coed y Brenin forest near Dolgellau, southern Snowdonia, restored and extended former forester’s cottage. Walks from the door, superb mountain biking with many trails suitable for the inexperienced. (Bike rentals available nearby.) Warm, comfortable, well equipped, light, secluded and very quiet. Sleeps 6–8. Wi-Fi. More details at www.myew.co.uk or from 01865 339967.

Property for sale

Vejer de la Frontera, Cadiz, Spain. Charming fully furnished 3-bedroom traditional old patio house with large terrace. In beautiful historic hill town, close to miles of unspoilt Costa de la Luz beaches. Well maintained and fully equipped. Includes separate self-contained guest annexe. Views over to Africa! Within easy reach of Seville and Jerez. €175,000. For information and photographs see https://vejercoastdelaluzhousesale.blogspot.com. Tel: 01865 429388. Email: phillip.dove@ntlworld.com.
Notifications of Vacancies

University of Oxford
Appointment of Vice-Chancellor
The University of Oxford is one of the foremost universities in the world. The University, with its colleges, is an international centre for research and education and provides a vibrant community for its staff and students. By making its ideas, skills and expertise accessible to society, Oxford promotes and contributes to global economic, cultural and social advancement.

The Council of the University has begun a global search to identify a Vice-Chancellor to succeed Professor Andrew Hamilton, FRS, as he completes his term in office.

To apply or to download further information for this role please visit www.perrettlaver.com/candidates quoting reference 1800.

The deadline for applications is noon GMT, 5 January 2015.

Other University vacancies
School of Anthropology and Museum
Ethnography in association with St John’s; Associate Professorship (or Professorship) in the Social Anthropology of the Middle East; £44,745–£59,914 plus pensionable college allowances up to £12,727; noon, 24 November; www.ox.ac.uk/about/jobs/ac16597j

Colleges, Halls and Societies
Lincoln and the University of Oxford; Tutorial Fellowship and Associate Professorship or Professorship in Philosophy; £44,620–£59,914 plus benefits; 4 December; www.lincoln.ox.ac.uk/Tutorial-Fellow-and-Associate-Professor-

Magdalen in association with the Faculty of Philosophy; Tutorial Fellowship in Philosophy in association with an Associate Professorship or Professorship in Philosophy of Language; £44,620–£59,914; noon, 3 December; www.magd.ox.ac.uk/job-vacancies

University College; Junior Research Fellowship in Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences; £22,029 plus benefits; noon, 4 December; www.univ.ox.ac.uk/content/junior-research-fellowship-mathematical-

Philosophy of language; £44,620–£59,914; noon, 3 December; www.magd.ox.ac.uk/job-vacancies

Worcester; Culham Junior Research Fellowship in Fusion Plasma Physics; £30,434–£35,256, including £4,000 housing allowance; 5 January; www.worc.ox.ac.uk/Notices-and-News

External Vacancies
Homerton College, Cambridge, in conjunction with the School of Clinical Medicine, University of Cambridge; 2 4-year Junior Research Fellowships in Population Health; college benefits available; 1 December; www.homerton.cam.ac.uk/vacancies

Please refer to the website, or contact the email address shown, for further details of the vacancy. For a full list of vacancies in the University and colleges, see www.ox.ac.uk/about_the_university/jobs.

The University is committed to equality and valuing diversity.

TORCH: Andrew W Mellon Foundation-funded opportunities for science-humanities collaboration
TORCH; Andrew W Mellon Foundation-funded opportunities for science-humanities collaboration; open to pairs of postholders (1 in sciences and 1 in humanities) to submit joint applications for a research project; award consists of a pair of fully funded postgraduate studentships and/or paired research sabbaticals; 5 December; www.torch.ox.ac.uk/humsciox

TORCH: Knowledge Exchange partnership
TORCH; Knowledge Exchange partnership with a public or private science organisation; open to postholders in the humanities who have a contract to 2016-17 or beyond; 12 January 2015; www.torch.ox.ac.uk/humsciox

Please refer to the website, or contact the email address shown, for further details of the awards below.

Students of the University should refer to the Student Funding website for advice on fees and funding at www.ox.ac.uk/feesandfunding.

TORCH: Andrew W Mellon Foundation-funded opportunities for science-humanities collaboration
TORCH; Andrew W Mellon Foundation-funded opportunities for science-humanities collaboration; open to pairs of postholders (1 in sciences and 1 in humanities) to submit joint applications for a research project; award consists of a pair of fully funded postgraduate studentships and/or paired research sabbaticals; 5 December; www.torch.ox.ac.uk/humsciox

TORCH: Knowledge Exchange partnership
TORCH; Knowledge Exchange partnership with a public or private science organisation; open to postholders in the humanities who have a contract to 2016-17 or beyond; 12 January 2015; www.torch.ox.ac.uk/humsciox
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